A d y n a m ica l m od el o f a crystal stru ctu re. I l l A calculation of the maximum shear strain under which a two-dimensional close-packed lat tice is stable has been carried out in terms of the forces between the lattice components. Two types of force were used; those between floating bubbles, which enabled a comparison with experiments on actual rafts of bubbles to be made, and also the forces derived from a poten tial V = A e~0r*, which form has been frequently proposed as an approximation to the repul sive interaction terms between metal ions. The conclusion reached is that this maximum strain may be considerably less than that deduced from a simple sine law approximation to the shear force versus displacement curve. Detailed consideration is given to edge effects in bubble rafts, and reasonable agreement with experimental results obtained. The overall result is that the formation of dislocations and consequent plastic yielding can occur in an initially perfect lattice only at quite large shear strains. The analogy with metals is dis cussed, and we conclude that the low strengths of metallic single crystals are explicable only on the assumption that they are not perfect and that dislocations already exist in them and move under very small shear stresses.
In this paper the shear strain a t which a perfect two-dimensional lattice of bubbles becomes unstable is calculated. The calculation is applied to actual experimental conditions; the comparison of the results of theory and experiment are given in the accompanying paper. The forces between pairs of bubbles on which the whole cal culation is based are very briefly described; a fuller account of their derivation and confirmation will be published elsewhere. A discussion of the analogy with metals shows th at medium sized bubbles should best represent a typical metal such as copper. There are many rather questionable assumptions and approximations in the calculation, but the main purpose is to show tl at in a perfect lattice the strength is of the same order as the theoretical value despite the fact th a t plastic deformation proceeds by the motion of dislocations, and th at a t the low elastic strains obtainable in metals there is little possibility of the stresses producing dislocations.
F o r c e s b e t w e e n b u b b l e s
These forces have been discussed in § 2 of part II. The attractive force acting between a pair of bubbles is derived from a potential (see equation (1) where d = separation of bubble centres, a% Laplace's capillary constant. O is a function of the size of the bubbles and of the solution used, which we evaluate numerically from Nicolson's work (1949) , while K 0 is the zero order Bessel function. Both < E > and K 0 are plotted in figure 1. In the present calculation we do not use the attractive forces directly in this form, but instead represent their effect in an infinite raft as an internal pressure whose value is found by summing many terms of the form (1). This internal pressure gives rise to a force of F dynes per bubble; F decreases rapidly as the bubble diameter decreases. Since many comparatively distant bubbles contribute to F we assume it to be independent of local deformations.
The repulsive forces, on the other hand, are determined solely by the positions of nearest neighbours, the magnitude of the force between any pair being the product of the excess pressure 2 T / R and the area of the flat film between them. a bubble compressed in one direction expands in other directions the force between A dynamical model of a crystal structure. I l l 0-3 0-6 0-9 1*2 1-5 two bubbles is not a function only of their separation but also of the positions of their other neighbours. I t may be assumed that, if is the ratio of the expansion a t 60° to the direct compression, the force/* along a close-packed direction in a hexa gonal array will be /< -M . ) -M + r{ < > ,+*»}).
where i ,j, k denote the three close-packed directions, and A* is the 'overlap' of two bubbles lying in the ith close-packed direction. This overlap can be regarded as made up of two contributions; first, the approach of the centres of the two bubbles con cerned makes an overlap equal to the difference between the free diameter 2 and the actual separation d, and secondly it will be increased by expansions in this ith direction arising from compressions in the other two directions j and k. The first contribution, expressed as a strain, is written 8{ = the compressions in the other two directions are 8^ and 8k and so the second contri the expansions y8r] and ydk. Thus, if the deformations are additive, which is probably true only for small total deformations, the overlap A* is + y{fy + and is greater than the apparent value
The function/(A) has been calculated and is plotted in figure 2. Using this curve we can find the value of /* corresponding to any set of 8p 8k.
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The ordinates of figure 2 are dimensionless and so apply to all sized bubbles; they must be multiplied by \ ttT R to get the actual repulsive force in d When the raft is in equilibrium (denoted by suffix 0), the repulsive forces/balance the attractive force F, and we easily see (figure 46) th a t
Since in equilibrium all three axes i, j, k are e A 0 = < y i + 2 y ) . This quantity 80, the fractional difference between the lattice spacing in an infinite raft and the diameter 2 Ro f a free bubble, proves to be very importa factor in the calculation of the shear strength and most other properties of bubble rafts depend on it in some degree. £0 is bigger for larger bubbles, as is shown by the vertical lines in figure 2 and by the second column of table 1. When #0 is small, the bubbles are nearly spherical; when it is large, they are more nearly hexagonal in cross-section. I t is the close approximation of the smaller bubbles to spheres th a t gives the impression of great rigidity and hardness.
S h e a r s t r e n g t h o f a p e r f e c t i n f i n i t e l a t t ic e
The experiments described in part I I showed th a t the shear strain a t which plastic yielding of perfect bubble rafts begins depends very much on the size of the bubbles, ranging from about 1° to 10° for the sizes used. In much theoretical work (e.g. Peierls 1940; Nabarro 1947 ) the variation of force as a row of atoms is displaced parallel to the adjacent row is assumed to be approximately sinusoidal, the value of the shear modulus of elasticity fixing the scale of the curve. On such a supposition, we find th a t the shear strain a t which the shearing force begins to decrease with increasing strain, th a t is, the strain for which the crystal becomes unstable, corresponds to a relative displacement of adjacent rows (j> equal to a quarter of the lattice con stant a. This is a shear strain of Ja.2 /V 3 .a and is 16°. Thus either the sine law is a poor approximation, or else other effects, such as those arising from the edges, are active to various degrees for different sized bubbles.
I t was found possible to measure the force required to shear two whole rows over one another by using a modification of the parallel spring arrangement described in § 4 of the accompanying part I I . Only two rows of bubbles were used and one spring was suspended so th a t its deflexion measured the force. The relative movement of the rows was deduced from the motion of the micrometer screw with a small correc tion for the deflexion of the suspended side. A comparison between the experimental figures for bubbles 1*3 mm. diameter and the sine curve which best fits the elastic region is made in figure 3. I t is seen th at the maximum force, which denotes the onset of instability, occurs a t a much smaller displacement than the \a of the sine approximation. An approxi mate calculation of the position of this maximum is made in terms of the forces outlined above. Figure 4 a shows the forces acting on a bubble in a raft. In the elastic region f x = / 4; f 2 = / 5; / 3 = / 6; when the raft is free from stress the symmetry shows all these forces to be equal t o / 0. Taking a section parallel to a row along the broken line we find a resultant force normal to the row equal to V 3 ./0. This is balanced by the attractive forces whose resultant we have called F (figure 46). There are no tan gential forces since the horizontal components o f/6 a n d /6 are equal and opposite. Now consider the raft under shear strain. The forces still balance in pairs, bu t the forces/2 and/3 are no longer equal, and a tangential force H acts on the section because of the difference in their horizontal components. This force represents a shear stress and is transmitted by the raft to the edges where it is balanced by the applied forces. The force F still balances the vertical components o f /2 a n d /3.
We want to estimate the shear strain a t which the force H reaches a maximum. A full solution of the problem would be extremely complicated. Suppose we give the raft a shear strain which displaces the bubble B a distance \a,-< j > parallel to a row as shown in figure 4 c. The equilibrium position of the bubble will, in general, be such th a t its displacement is not purely parallel to the row; the angles of the lattice will have changed, and so too will the forces/2 a n d /3. A simplified treatm ent which enables us to find the displacement for the maximum shear stress fairly accurately is given.
Consider the equilibrium of the bubble B. The resultant of the forces f 1} / 6, / 5 and / 4 has components F normal, and H parallel, to the rows. These are balanced by the forces / 2 and / 3. The force F, as was explained in § 2, is considered to be independent of the distortion, while H is the shear force whose maximum we in vestigate. Take moments about the centre of A . This gives, with BC = Fa cos 0Z = Ha sin 0Z + / 2a sin (nSuppose the strain of the raft is increased, so th a t the change in equilibrium position of B along the row is d<f>. The changes in the moments give
Now if H is a t its maximum, dH -0. Also df2 can be written (df2/dA) ; we know df/dA, the change in force due to a certain compressive strain, from the curve of figure 2, and d< f> gives a strain dA along the join B C of -cos 02(d<f>/a). (This should be slightly increased because of the movement of the bubble normal to the row. I t can be seen th a t this would make df2 greater and so our argument even better.) Since 02 is nearly 60° this is -d<f>/2a.
The third term is very small, and the second is about \Hd<j) and H cannot be more than F/*j3, so th a t certainly within a factor of two the equation can be written
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From figure 2 we see that, on the arbitrary scale there used, F is never greater than 0*3. So the slope should not be greater than 0-6; at A = 0*02 the slope is 1-3, so th at even in the most unfavourable circumstances the maximum of H occurs when the compression between two bubbles B and G is about 1 %, which is less than a tenth of the equilibrium compression, and we can therefore use the criterion th at the force f 2 shall vanish to define the state of maximum shearing stress. The value of the force H a t this point is then H = / 3 cos dz.
Also we have
This relation holds as long a s /2 = 0, and so applies to all the region where two rows ride over one another, giving the form of the falling part of the stress-strain curve. I t is almost linear. The lattice as a whole is unstable when it is at the point of maximum shear stress, for if one plane gets an accidental extra displacement the stress on it will decrease and it will continue to move, relieving the strain in the rest of the raft. We now see the importance of the quantity #0; it is this which determines the strain necessary just to separate bubbles B and C.
To proceed further it is necessary to make other approximations which limit the calculations to small bubbles. The measured strains are small for small bubbles, and this justifies treating the angles of the lattice in the critical state of strain as being nearly 60°. Subject to this approximation we have from equation (5) We must find the compressions 8 corresponding to these us curve 2, and use these to give the shear strain I t is apparent from figure 2 th at the force curve cannot be considered linear over ranges of compression as large as 80. We call th which gives / 3 = 2/0, / 2 = 0. This is calculated from the actual force curve figure is not yet possible to make a comparison with the experiments since these were not done on infinite rafts in pure shear, but for finite rafts under uniaxial tension and compression, such th at slip occurred along lines a t 30° to the com pression direction. The application of the stress not only provided a shear com ponent, but also altered the value of F, the force acting normal to the slip line. If F0 be the force due to the attractive forces, we can write
where cr = stress = force per unit length, and so requires the factor 2 to reduce it to the force per bubble. Thus The maximum value of H is, as above, so th at for slip to occur th a t is 2 R ( r = -F0 or 2F0.
The negative sign indicates tension. Thus in tension F = and in compression F = |JP0. The value of F is introduced into the calculation of the critical strain via 80, the initial compression. Thus by using different values of 80 and we can obtain values for the strain from the above equations (8) and (9); this can be converted to linear extension by the formula 2 1 exx~^\ + v exy' and directly compared with experiment.
There are, however, two objections to this. First, a tension of the value indicated is sufficient to pull the raft apart normally to the tension. This was observed, but only for the smallest bubbles. Secondly, the strength in compression was not observed to be greater than th at in tension, which is the implication of the different values of F above. The former objection is not serious, for we have neglected the variation of the angles 6 (figure 4 c) by taking H = 3. This would reduce the critical value of H by several per cent if it were taken into account especially for larger bubbles where the 6 undergo larger variations. Thus the brittle fracture of small bubbles and its absence for larger ones is quite satisfactory. The second objection is more serious, but we believe th at as a calculation of the strength of an infinite raft the above is valid. One effect of the edges, as we shall show, is to make a greater reduction in the compressive strength than in the extensional. The results, using the above values of F = § F0 and F = § a r e given in columns of table 1; their sum is plotted in figure 9 of part II as the theoretical upper limit. They are necessarily an upper limit, for we have neglected edge effects and considered the angles 6 constant.
Before proceeding to the edge effects, we must discuss the relevance of these calculations of the displacement of whole rows to the formation of dislocations. I t is clear th at if a crystal is uniformly at the maximum stable shear strain a small additional local strain will make the crystal yield in th at region; the stress in this region will decrease, and so more will be supported by the surrounding parts of the lattice and the plastic region spreads. An alternative way of stating this is th at the extra strain lifts over a part of a row into its next equilibrium position, thus producing a pair of dislocations of opposite signs which separate under the applied stress. I t is obvious th at such pair creation involves a temporary local increase in elastic energy, and so we suppose th a t pair formation will occur only if there is a local weakness or concentration of shear stress. This is in accord with the observations described in part II; that pairs were not formed in uniform compression, and th a t in the shear experiments, they formed a t peaks of shear stress. The production of a single dislocation at the edge of a raft is easily understood if it is assumed th at the theoretical strength is rather less there than elsewhere. Then two rows get displaced relative to one another a t the edge and this displacement again spreads, the edge of the displaced region being a dislocation. In the following section it is assumed th a t the main difficulty is the formation of dislocations, and not their movement, and accordingly we take the strength of the lattice to be determined by th a t strain which exceeds anywhere in the lattice the theoretical strain calculated on the above lines.
(ii)
Edge effects
The edge has two distinct effects. One is again represented as a variation of the attractive force F; this force is less near the edge since, as explained in part II, there are fewer bubbles beyond the slip line to be attracted to the raft as a whole. The reduction in F due to this effect a t the edge is such th a t we get 3 ) .
(12)
The application of this equation is difficult, for the distance into the raft in which the force F reaches its maximum value is of the same order as the length of a dis location. We ought therefore to use an intermediate value between F and F0, but it is by no means easy to decide what mean to take; the value of exp ( -^3 B/a0) is given in column eight of table 1 and shows the order of magnitude of the effect. The second effect of the edge is active only in compression, and is illustrated in figure 5 . The bubble D is situated a t the edge, and when the raft is compressed, the forces / 2 a n d /3 increase as E and G approach one another. Now when the horizontal components of / 2 a n d /3 together exceed the attractive force 1 -exp ^ -^/3 -j j the bubble will move outwards as shown in figure 5 until the forces / 2 and / 3 have decreased to give equilibrium again. This decrease in / 2 will upset the equilibrium of E to a certain extent, and it may be th at E will start to follow D, thus initiating a dislocation. This mechanism has actually been observed for medium sized bubbles ~ 1*4 mm. diameter (see for instance p art II, figure 11 ). The strain to dis place D has been calculated (columnseven, table 1), and this is considered to be a lower limit to the compressive strength, because the movement of bubbles in a position like th a t of D must be the first stage in the formation of any dislocation. This strain, added to th a t for tension (using the reduced edge value of F), gives the lower limit to the strength (column nine, table 1 and part II, figure 9 ). For the smallest bubbles, to which the assumptions most nearly apply, the experi mental points lie between our upper and lower limits, while for the larger ones, the lower limit seems almost correct. This is reasonable since for the larger bubbles dislocations are only some two or three bubbles long, so th a t the displacement of the first one, our lower limit, is in effect equivalent to the formation of a dislocation. Also, the basic calculation assumed the angles of the lattice to be constant, an assumption which, as we noted earlier, will tend to make all of the calculated strengths higher than they should be. Thus it appears th a t the agreement between theory and practice is quite as good as could be expected.
L e n g t h o f d isl o c a t io n s
Another rather crude check of the theory can be made by considering the length of dislocations. Let us define the length as the number of spaces where corresponding bubbles have lost contact, i.e. where the relative displacement of the two adjacent rows is greater than the critical value. As noted by Bragg & Nye (1947) this length increases rapidly as the bubble diameter decreases. The experimental data are very poor, for the length depends almost entirely on boundary conditions; in figure 6 the arrows show the sort of spread of lengths even when as much care as possible is taken in the experimental conditions. The theoretical curve is derived as follows.
A dynamical model of a crystal lattice spacing (mm.) Figure 6 . The length of dislocations is plotted against lattice spacing.
------theory; arrows observations. Koehler (1941) has shown th at the shear strain at a distance r from a dislocation This'solution is valid as long as Hooke's law is true; in our case we assume this is so until the critical strain is reached. Using the measured values of Poisson's ratio we can thus find the value of r for which the critical shear strain is exceeded. Then 2rja is the number n of spaces visible, th at is
The curve in figure 6 was plotted using the calculated values of exy (see last column of table 1); there is reasonable agreement.
To sum up, then, it may be claimed th a t the yield strength of an initially perfect bubble raft can be explained in terms of the known forces which are acting between the bubbles. I t is not very much less than the theoretical strength of a lattice, th a t is, the shear required to make two whole rows displace relative to one another simultaneously. The shear strains required to form dislocations are about 5° for the sizes of bubbles used, and so are far above the yield strains of metals. We could get smaller strains by using smaller bubbles, and so must consider now w hat sizes best represent metals.
The behaviour of the bubbles is largely determined by their size, and we now try to find what size best represents a typical metal. We compare only the repulsive forces, since the attractive ones may be represented in both cases as an internal pressure.
Some calculations by Fuchs (1936) enable a direct comparison with copper. He calculates the potential arising from the closed-shell interactions of the copper ions, and this is compared with the potential due to the repulsive forces between two bubbles. The ratio of slope to ordinate of the curves a t the equilibrium spacing is fitted to Fuchs's curve as well as possible; it is found th a t this needs an equilibrium compression A0 equal to 0*055 for the bubbles. For a diameter of 1*2 mm. A0 = 0*0565, and so this size is used for calculation of the potential curve, which is of course the integral curve of figure 2. The general form is quite a good fit for Fuchs's points, b u t this is in part deceptive, and the curvatures a t the equilibrium distance which deter mine the elasticity do not agree very well. However, this quantity does not enter into our calculation and so it seems th a t as far as the formation of dislocations is concerned the elasticity will not be important. For these bubbles we obtained a critical shear strain = 0*134 radians. Now Fuchs's figures have been approximated by a formula V e~^r\ Using such a form we can follow Nabarro (1947) and get an expression for the energy of mutually displaced rows m 1 (13) 7i{m-1) exy'
Analogy with metals
Bi s a measure of the normal force we have called F. < f > is the only variable in this equation, and so a direct differentiation gives us the tangential force dV By considering only nearest neighbours we reduce the sum to two terms, and finally find th a t the maximum of H occurs whenx
The shear strain is given by exy As / $ ->o o, exy ->0 so th a t again we see th a t infinitely hard lattice components have zero critical shear strain. For copper /3a2 ~ 20 and so exy = 0*11. This is smaller than the bubble value, probably because no interaction was con sidered in the metal case. The value for the bubbles is reduced to 0*112 when y is made zero. Thus it seems th a t the size bubble to represent copper ions is about 1*2 mm. diameter; the length of the dislocations is then about five atoms, which agrees with many previous estimates, although detailed comparison is not easy owing to the ill-defined term 'length'. The potential curves for alkali metals and inert gases could not be fitted by any size of bubble, the slope a t the equilibrium distance being a smaller multiple of the ordinate than for any bubbles. We can use the second argument, however; for the alkalis /3a2 and so exy is about 0*21. This is reached (without interaction) by bubbles about 2*0 mm. diameter and so this size might be th at to use. If this is so, dislocations will be about three atoms long and the elastic range of a single crystal almost double th at for copper.
The conclusion to be drawn from this work seems to be fairly definite. Bubbles of quite large sizes best represent metal ions; they have very high yield strains if the crystal is initially perfect. I t is therefore unlikely that stress alone can produce dislocations, and since the thermal fluctuation energy k T is some hundred times smaller than the estimated self-energy of a dislocation, even the joint effect of stress and fluctuations seems a doubtful source of dislocations in a perfect lattice.
Measurements on the properties of rafts containing dislocations are not as in formative as might be hoped. There is no doubt th a t a dislocation runs along its slip line under very small shear stresses. The measurement of the minimum stress to set a dislocation in motion was not possible; in the bubble model, the strain energy which the dislocation relieves is dissipated in work against viscous forces, and the slower it moves the less work it dissipates. In practice the shear strain can be reduced and the dislocation made to travel more slowly until it is moving so slowly as to appear stationary-some would move again after a stop over a minute. The time limit of bursting and shrinking again puts a stop to this sort of experiment. This need cause no great disappointment, since in any case the model cannot give a good representa tion of the dynamics of a metal; the lattice components have.no mass and no thermal motion, dislocations have no kinetic energy, and energy dissipation against viscous forces replaces radiation of elastic waves. These considerations, however, should not invalidate the conclusions we have drawn about the formation of dislocations being unlikely, and even the limitation to a two-dimensional system should not have any serious qualitative effects.
